ABSTRACT

In 2011, the United States imported almost half of its petroleum. Lightweighting vehicles reduces that dependency directly by decreasing the engine, braking and rolling resistance losses, and indirectly by enabling a smaller, more efficiently operating engine to provide the same performance.

The Future Automotive Systems Technology Simulator (FASTSim) tool was used to quantify these impacts. FASTSim is the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) high-level vehicle powertrain model developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. It steps through a time versus speed drive cycle to estimate the powertrain forces required to meet the cycle. It simulates the major vehicle powertrain components and their losses. It includes a cost model based on component sizing and fuel prices.

FASTSim simulated different levels of lightweighting for four different powertrains. The four powertrains included a conventional gasoline engine vehicle, a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), and a battery electric vehicle (EV).

Weight reductions impacted the conventional vehicle efficiency more than the HEV, PHEV and EV. Although lightweighting impacted advanced vehicle efficiency less, it reduced component cost and overall costs more. Under the assumed current battery costs, however, the PHEV and EV were still more expensive than the conventional vehicle and HEV. Assuming the DOE's battery cost target of $125/kWh and improved battery life, however, the PHEV and EV attained similar cost and lightweighting benefits. Generally, lightweighting was cost effective when it cost less than $6/kg of mass eliminated.

INTRODUCTION

U.S. transportation is largely dependent on foreign petroleum. In 2011, petroleum supplied 93% of transportation energy [1] as seen in Figure 1, with almost half coming from foreign nations [2].

Lightweighting can reduce U.S. petroleum dependency in several ways. One, it reduces the rolling resistance of tires, which is proportional to the weight of the vehicle. Two, it reduces the amount of energy required to accelerate a vehicle or climb a hill, which ultimately reduces the amount of...
energy lost to friction brakes. Three, lightweighting reduces the engine size needed to meet the same acceleration and grade performance, and smaller engines tend to run at higher average efficiencies. Four, it can improve the attractiveness, and thus sales, of vehicles that do not use petroleum. For example, lightweighting plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs) reduces the amount of battery energy needed to achieve the same range, which reduces cost and improves sales.

Several lightweighting options include:

• High strength steel
• Aluminum
• Magnesium
• Polymer composites

These options have different mass reductions and cost impacts. This paper looks at the mass, petroleum, and cost effectiveness at different lightweighting cost and mass levels.

**APPRAOCCH**

Vehicle powertrains with comparable attributes were used to assess the impacts of lightweighting. This study assumed a base vehicle similar to the 2012 Nissan Leaf. The powertrain was modified to a comparable conventional vehicle, hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), and PHEV powertrain. The baseline glider mass was then incrementally reduced by a total of 150 kg. For each mass reduction, the components were resized to maintain the acceleration, grade and battery life. Finally, the efficiency and cost were compared.

The Future Automotive Systems Technology Simulator (FASStSim) captured the efficiency and cost trade-offs of lightweighting. FASStSim is the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) high-level vehicle powertrain model developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. It models conventional, HEV, PHEV, and EV powertrain efficiency, battery life, and cost.

**Vehicle Efficiency**

FASStSim models efficiency by stepping through the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's time versus speed drive cycles shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. At each step, it calculates the road loads, including drag, acceleration, ascent, and rolling resistance. The component power to achieve these loads is estimated along with their corresponding efficiency losses. These include the engine, motor, transmission, and battery. Additional key aspects captured include regenerative braking, an energy management strategy, and auxiliary loads.

The simulated drive cycle efficiencies are adjusted to approximate real-world driving using the U.S. Environmental Agency's two cycle approximation of the five cycle procedure [3]. For the PHEV, the city and highway cycles were repeated until the battery stopped having a net discharge and one full charge sustaining cycle was completed. The adjustment equations were applied to each repetition. The repetitions were combined by using a weighted average based on the amount of travel at each distance interval, as described by [4]. As seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the model efficiency estimates match well with actual data for a variety of vehicles.
Battery Life
Vehicle efficiency impacts battery cycling and life. FASTSim estimates battery life based on the number of cycles at their corresponding depth of discharge, as described in [5], using test data from Johnson Controls [6]. It captures the small battery cycles from regenerative braking and acceleration and the deeper cycles of PHEVs and EVs from recharging the battery. The deeper cycles are based on the vehicle efficiency and the distribution of distances driven [4], as seen in Figure 6. Similar to FASTSim’s efficiency, its battery life estimates match well with the data, as seen in Figure 7.

Future improvements in battery life were not included.

Vehicle Cost
FASTSim captures the cost of the vehicles using high-level component-based equations as seen in Table 1. The component costs are converted to price by multiplying by the component markup. The equations were applied to existing vehicles and found to match actual vehicle prices well as seen in Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>$22/kW + $500/kWh + $680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor/controller</td>
<td>$21.7/kW + $425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>$14.5/kW + $531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onboard charger</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component markup</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The battery energy cost was updated to $500/kWh to match the cost of existing vehicles. Although battery costs may go down in the future, making replacement costs lower, this analysis assumes a constant price.

The cost of lightweighting was varied between $0/kg and $12/kg based on [10].

Lightweighting
Lightweighting impacts vehicles in multiple dimensions. It provides an opportunity to reduce the component powers and still maintain the same performance. For PHEVs and EVs, it reduces the battery energy, and thus cost, to achieve the same electric range. FASTSim optimizes component sizes at different weights to make comparisons of different levels of lightweighting across different powertrains.

The process starts by selecting a base vehicle. The base vehicle establishes the common vehicle characteristics including drag, rolling resistance, and baseline acceleration. Next, the powertrain’s specific characteristics are defined, including the motor power, electric range, and battery life coefficients. Finally, each powertrain is optimized for the range of vehicle masses.
The conventional vehicle's engine power is minimized while still meeting the baseline vehicle's acceleration and grade performance over the range of vehicle masses.

HEV optimization involves two components. The battery energy is specified, but the depth of discharge is limited to meet the life target. The engine is sized to meet the performance target.

Similarly, the PHEV has two components optimized at each vehicle weight. The battery's energy and depth of discharge are optimized to meet the specified electric range and life. The engine power is optimized to maintain acceleration and grade performance.

The EV has one significant change to the optimization process. Whereas the other vehicles optimize the engine power to meet acceleration, the EV must use the battery. Therefore, the EV's battery power, energy, and depth of discharge are optimized to meet the acceleration, electric range, and life specified.

Applying this approach to examine lightweighting requires accurately modeling three key aspects:

- Component mass scaling
- Mass compounding
- Mass impacts on efficiency

Mass data were gathered on the scaled components. Eight Toyota and Ford engines were used to define the engine mass scaling, as seen in Figure 9. The 0.47x mass scaling coefficient was increased 50% to account for engine-related components. The increase is supported by the compounding mass validation seen in Figure 11.

Similarly, data on nine batteries were used to define the battery scaling, as seen in Figure 10. Again, the 8.5x trend line coefficient was increased 50% to account for additional battery-related mass such as packaging and thermal management hardware. The increase is also supported by the compounding mass validation seen in Figure 11.

Component mass has compounding vehicle-level mass impacts. As component masses are increased, other components need to be resized to support that mass. Conversely, component mass reductions lead to additional vehicle mass reductions. To account for this, a 0.4 mass compounding factor was applied based on [11].

The mass scaling and compounding was verified by comparing conventional vehicle masses to their advanced counterparts, as seen in Figure 11. The processes started with a conventional vehicle's engine size and mass. The powertrain was then modified to match the hybrid or electric version of the same vehicle using the component scaling and mass compounding previously described. Finally, the modified modeled mass was compared with the actual advanced vehicle mass.

After ensuring that the mass scaling and compounding were valid, FASTSim was tested to ensure that it captured the impact of mass on efficiency accurately. The Idaho National Laboratory tested the Nissan Leaf at several different weights by adding mass to the vehicle [12]. For each weight, coast down tests were run to capture impacts on the drag forces. Then the vehicle was tested on a chassis dynamometer to estimate the impact on efficiency. This process was duplicated in FASTSim and compared to the data reported by Idaho National Laboratory, which matched well, as seen in Figure 12.
As a final check for modeling lightweighting, two test cases were run and compared with another study. First, a 10% reduction in the conventional vehicle mass was run without engine resizing. The 4% reduction in fuel economy matched closely to the 4.1% in [13]. Similarly, a 10% reduction in the conventional vehicle mass was run with engine resizing. Again, the 6.3% fuel economy improvement matched closely to the 6.4% found in [13].

**ASSUMPTIONS**

After setting up and validating the approach, the analysis assumptions were made, as seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Analysis Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average annual vehicle miles traveled (VMT) [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual VMT decline [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle life (years) [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline price ($/gallon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity price ($/kWh) [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount rate [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glider price (vehicle without powertrain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery cost [7]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULTS**

Lightweighting the glider mass had compounding effects that led to greater total vehicle mass reductions as seen in Figure 13.
Lightweighting improved efficiency in several dimensions. It primarily reduced the braking and rolling resistance losses, with some improvement to engine operating efficiency. The braking and rolling resistance losses are shown in Figure 14. The engine efficiency improved less than 1%.

Although the rolling resistance and braking energy reductions are modest, they reduce fuel use much more because the engine requires roughly three to four times the fuel energy to support those loads due to the engine's efficiency losses, as seen in Figure 15. This is most pronounced for the conventional vehicle. Because the hybrid engine uses the more efficient Atkinson cycle, the multiplier effect is smaller. Similarly, an electric motor has much greater efficiency than a gasoline engine, so the PHEV and EV road load reductions are amplified much less.

Overall, the conventional vehicle had the greatest efficiency benefit from lightweighting. Without regenerative braking, it had the greatest amount of braking losses, and thus achieved the greatest reduction in those losses. Similarly, because more fuel goes through its engine and its engine is less efficient, it benefited most from the engine operating efficiency improvement from engine downsizing. The fuel consumption decreased from 8.13 L/100 km to 7.55 L/100 km, a difference of 0.58 L/100 km, from eliminating 150 kg of mass.

Lightweighting the HEV provided almost as much benefit as it did for the conventional vehicle. It benefited from similar rolling resistance improvements and almost as much braking improvement.

The braking improvement was due to the control strategy settings in FASTSim. The HEV has regenerative braking, which provides the majority of braking, but not all. Primarily, the control strategy is set for the battery to provide power when the engine needs assistance. At a high state of charge and speed, some additional battery power is used to assist the engine and provide capacity for the next braking regeneration event. The priority to use the battery to reduce the state of charge, however, is not sufficient to always capture all the regenerative braking energy. This priority has been optimized to balance the present fuel cost and battery wear cost. Increasing the priority to capture more regenerative braking increases battery wear cost more than it reduces fuel cost. For example, a higher battery assist level decreased fuel consumption from 5.35 L/100 km to 5.23 L/100 km, but it increased wear by 18% and present vehicle and fuel cost by 5%. Likewise, decreasing the battery use was not worth the fuel consumption increase.

The HEV did not benefit from lightweighting as much as the conventional vehicle. The HEV's fuel consumption decreased from 5.35 L/100 km to 5.00 L/100 km, a difference of 0.35 L/100 km from eliminating 150 kg of mass.
The PHEV and EV efficiencies also improved from lightweighting. Their rolling resistance reduction was slightly greater because they were heavier than the conventional vehicle and the HEV. Their other loss improvements, however, were much lower. The PHEV improved from an overall average 2.95 L/100 km and 167 Wh/mile to 2.79 L/100 km and 157 Wh/mile from eliminating 150 kg of mass, a difference of 0.16 L/100 km of gasoline. The EV improved from 347 Wh/mile to 329 Wh/mile.

Although the conventional vehicle realized the largest gasoline consumption improvement, it still uses far more gasoline than the other powertrains, as seen in Figure 16.

Electricity consumption also dropped with lightweighting, as seen in Figure 17.

The energy consumption benefits translate into fuel cost benefits, as seen in Figure 18. These are the vehicle lifetime fuel costs discounted at 4.1%. The greatest impact is on the conventional vehicle.

Lightweighting not only reduced energy consumption but also powertrain component sizes, and thus, cost. The engine sizes required to meet the performance criteria can be seen in Figure 19. The conventional vehicle’s engine power is significantly higher than the HEV’s and EV’s despite the lower total vehicle mass because it is not assisted with electric motor power. The slight variations in the trends are caused by the optimization convergence tolerances.

Similar to engine downsizing, the battery energy required to maintain the specified electric range decreased. The PHEV battery energy dropped from 13.4 kWh to 12.4 kWh over the 150 kg mass reduction. The EV dropped from 24 kWh to 23 kWh.

Component size reductions reduced vehicle price, but the cost of lightweighting increases it. As seen in Figure 20, at $6/kg and $12/kg, the cost of lightweighting is equal to or greater than the component cost reductions.
Although the Nissan Leaf is priced at $35,200 [25], the EV in this study started at about $43,500. The additional price is estimated based on an increase in battery and motor power to achieve a 9.5 second 0-60 mile per hour (MPH) acceleration that is more typical of vehicles today, compared to the 10.3-second acceleration of the Nissan Leaf [26].

The battery resizing decreased the cost of future battery replacement for the PHEV and EV, as seen in Figure 21.

Although the cost improvements for the EV and PHEV are the greatest, those powertrains still cost more than the conventional vehicle and HEV, as seen in Figure 23.

Because the conventional vehicle and HEV are more cost-effective at the assumed battery cost levels, Figure 24 zooms in on them. This shows that when including fuel cost, component downsizing, and battery replacement reductions, lightweighting becomes cost effective around $6 per kilogram [10] of mass eliminated.

If the DOE's EV battery cost target of $125/kWh [27] is met and the batteries last the life of the vehicle, the PHEV and EV also become cost effective. Then, similarly, lightweighting for the PHEV and EV is cost effective around $6 per kilogram of mass eliminated, as seen in Figure 25.
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
For the specified assumptions, lightweighting impacted the four powertrains differently but had similar end outcomes. The conventional vehicle had the largest fuel consumption, and thus, fuel cost benefit. Lightweighting reduced its rolling resistance roughly the same amount as the other powertrains, but improved the braking and engine losses more. Although the conventional vehicle benefited most from the fuel cost reductions, the PHEV and EV benefited most from battery cost reductions from downsizing. Overall, the cost reductions for the PHEV and EV were greatest, but the conventional vehicle and HEV powertrains were still lower cost. When the DOE's battery target of $125/kWh is met, the PHEV and EV lightweighting benefit diminishes compared to the conventional vehicle, but it becomes lower cost.

Although lightweighting decreases component and fuel cost, it increases the vehicle glider cost. Lightweighting that costs less than $6/kg of mass eliminated was cost effective.
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS

DOE - Department of Energy
EV - Battery electric vehicle
FASTSim - Future Automotive Systems Technology Simulator
HEV - Hybrid electric vehicle
PHEV - Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
SOC - State of charge
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